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ABSTRACT

Utilizing both visible and infrared (IR) images in various deep learning based image pro-
cessing tasks has been a recent trend. However, while large datasets containing images
taken at the visible spectrum can be found in many domains, large IR-based datasets are
not easily available in many domains and that problem limits existing deep algorithms
to perform on IR images e↵ectively. In this paper, to overcome with that challenge,
we introduce a generative adversarial network (GAN) based solution and generate the
IR equivalent of a given visible image by training our deep network to learn the rela-
tion between visible and IR modalities. In our GAN architecture (InfraGAN), we use
structural similarity as a loss function and in our discriminator, we do not only look for
the entire image being fake or real but also each pixel being fake or real. We evaluate
our comparative results on three di↵erent datasets and report the state of the art results
over five metrics when compared to Pix2Pix and ThermalGAN architectures from the
literature. We report up to +16% better performance in Structural Similarity Index Mea-
sure (SSIM) over Pix2Pix and +8% better performance over ThermalGAN for VEDAI
dataset. Further gains on di↵erent metrics and on di↵erent datasets are also reported in
our experiments section.

© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Recent developments in sensor types and the increasing de-
mand in autonomous systems, (as in [1, 2, 3]), have moved
many researchers’ attention to the data fusion algorithms where
using more than one modality is desired. Sample areas and
works can be found in [4, 5, 6, 7]. Many autonomous systems
use images coming from both visible and infrared (IR) spec-
trum. Since both IR image (typically containing information
from the thermal spectrum) and visible image (containing infor-
mation from the visible spectrum) summarize di↵erent proper-
ties of a scene, acquired IR and visible images of the same scene
would look similar but not the same. A typical example is text
images. For example, reading the text information on a posted
sign might be an easy task in a visible image, however, that can
easily become a troublesome task if the reading is done in the
IR spectrum, since the text might not appear on the IR image.

⇤⇤Corresponding author email: sedat@cs.bilkent.edu.tr

Infrared images have primary importance for various vision
tasks such as object detection and object tracking especially in
the night mode. Infrared cameras have the ability to distinguish
an object in di�cult lighting conditions such as in night or in
cloudy weather. On the other hand, because of perceiving the
thermal temperature level, IR images can also help to di↵eren-
tiate objects based on their body temperature, i.e., they provide
extra information in addition to the visible spectrum. As a re-
sult, IR images can help to improve the understanding of the
surroundings and making miscellaneous vision tasks such as
detection, tracking, and self-driving more feasible.

In order for a deep fusion algorithm to work better than the
existing single-modality based solutions, usually a large data
set which is obtained by multiple sensors is needed. However,
the typical approach is using single-modality based large pub-
lic datasets in many vision and pattern recognition applications
as major large public datasets (such as ImageNet [8], PASCAL
VOC [9] or MS COCO [10]) contain images from only the vis-
ible spectrum. That creates a problem to use such datasets in
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Fig. 1. Overview of our proposed InfraGAN architecture. Both discriminators located on leftmost and rightmost side are identical. The details of our
generator is given in Fig. 2. The details of our discriminator is given in Fig. 3.

multi-sensor applications since they provide only visible im-
ages. Alternative solutions to still using such existing public
datasets in fusion algorithms include collecting new datasets
with multiple sensors or using domain transfer based techniques
to obtain (generate) the missing modalities. In this paper, we
look for an e�cient transfer technique to specifically obtain the
IR equivalent of a given visible image.

In this paper, we propose a generative adversarial networks
(GAN) based deep architecture to generate the IR equivalent
image of a given (input) visible image to help facilitate large
and single modality based datasets in multi-sensor based appli-
cations. We call our solution InfraGAN. InfraGAN uses SSIM
in its architecture to focus on learning certain structural sim-
ilarities between the IR and visible domains while pixel-based
L1 norm enforces the architecture to look like an IR image. The
overview of our architecture is given in Fig. 1. We compare and
evaluate our proposed architecture’s performance on three dif-
ferent datasets: on one aerial dataset and on two ground taken
datasets (having both visible and IR pairs). We use five met-
rics to compare our algorithm’s performance to two other base-
line networks. Our experimental and comparative results show
that our proposed architecture generates better IR equivalents
when compared to both recently proposed ThermalGAN [11]
and Pix2Pix [12] architectures in all of those five metrics.

In this paper, our contributions include:

• introduction of a GAN-based domain-transfer technique to
obtain the IR equivalent of a given visible image where
both generator and discriminator parts use an encoder-
decoder architecture;

• use of Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM, see
Eq. 8) based loss function to improve the results,

• experimentation on three di↵erent large benchmark data
sets.

2. Related Work

Generating infrared images from a given visible image has
not been widely studied in the recent literature and there are

only a few published earlier works available (as in [11, 13, 14,
15]) reporting statistical and comparative results. There are also
a relevant class of works that focus on fusing both IR and visi-
ble images to obtain a single fused images as in [16]. However,
our line of work di↵ers from such fusion-related literature as
those works take both IR and visible image pairs as input, while
we take only visible image as input and generate its IR equiva-
lent as output. Most of those relevant literature to generate IR
images introduces GAN based architectures as in [11, 14, 15].
Among those, ThermalGAN [11] uses a U-Net based architec-
ture in its generator and uses a standard convolutional network
(a basic discriminator) in its discriminator to classify the entire
image being fake or real. In that work, the authors used Ther-
malWorld dataset [11] which consists of 5098 of visible and
thermal image pairs along with their segmentation annotations
for ten classes: truck, car, van, person, boat, bus, cat, build-
ing, tram, dog. In another work [14], the authors generated IR
images to track objects. There, the authors studied the perfor-
mance of Cycle-GAN [17] and Pix2Pix [12] based networks
for generating IR images. They used both paired and unpaired
datasets in their experiments. In [15], the authors introduced us-
ing multiple generators. Each generator would focus on learn-
ing the properties of a di↵erent scene. Another Res-Net [18]
based classifier was used to choose which generators’ output
would be most suitable for the given input image. They used a
dataset1 containing remote sensing images of Amazon basin. It
has 40479 image pairs.

Our work di↵ers from the above-mentioned works by intro-
ducing a di↵erent GAN based solution where our discrimina-
tor uses an encoder-decoder based architecture and our genera-
tor uses SSIM in its loss function along with pixel based loss.
Furthermore, while there are not many works in the literature
presenting statistical results on large datasets, we utilize three
di↵erent datasets in our experiments to compare our proposed
solution to two recently proposed architectures from the litera-
ture (Pix2Pix and ThermalGAN). We also compare our results
to simple U-Net architecture (which is not a GAN-based net-

1
https://www.kaggle.com/c/planet-understanding-the-amazon-from-space
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work).
The main di↵erences of our network from the most relevant

literature include: (i) the use of pixel-based loss using SSIM in
the loss function and (ii) the inclusion of a decoder part in the
discriminator architecture using residual blocks for the genera-
tion of IR images.

3. Our Proposed Architecture: InfraGAN

GANs basically consist of a generator and a discriminator
network where each of those networks try to win over the other
network in an adversarial manner [19]. The goal of the dis-
criminator is to determine whether the input image is real or
fake by discriminating the output of the generator from the real
ones, and the goal of the generator is to produce fake images
imitating the real ones so that it can fool the discriminator.

Our network uses two distinct U-Net based architectures.
The first one is used in our generator, inspired from [11], (see
Fig. 2) and the second one is used in our discriminator (see
Fig. 3) which is similar to the U-Net architecture in [20]. In
both figures, we use block structures in encoder and decoder
sides of the networks and each of those blocks are color coded
based on their type. In contrast to the generator network, dis-
criminator’s upsampling layer is composed of bi-linear interpo-
lation with scale rate 2 as shown in Fig. 3. Furthermore, its
down sampling layer is made up of average pooling with stride
2 to downscale the input into 1/2 resolution. In the figures, s is
used for the stride value, f for the number of used filters, p for
the padding value, 1x1, 2x2, 3x3 and 4x4 are the kernel sizes.
3.1. Generator Architecture

Our generator downscales images by using 2D convolutional
layers with stride 2 and uses deconvolutional layers without
skip connections (instead of using interpolation). These lay-
ers manage to increase quality of IR images in generator block
thanks to learned parameters. On the other hand, the input im-
age is normalized between 1 and -1 in our network and there-
fore, the generator uses tangent hyperbolic activation function
at the end to generate pixel values within the same input range.
3.2. Discriminator Architecture

In general, the discriminator architectures (based on the out-
put format) can be classified under two main types: basic dis-
criminators that classify only the entire input image being fake
or real, and pixel-based discriminators that can classify the en-
tire (input) image being fake or real as well as its individual
pixels being fake or real. See Fig. 4 for illustrative compar-
isons of those two types. Recent literature in [20] reports that
utilizing a U-Net architecture in discriminator (by classifying
each pixel being fake or real) would improve the performance
of overall GAN architecture. Inspired from that work, we use
an architecture allowing us to classify each pixel separately in
our discriminator to generate IR images. In our discriminator,
we used bilinear interpolation for upsampling stages and max-
pooling layer for downsampling stages to limit the number of
learnable parameters, since, using upsampling and maxpooling
functions reduce the required memory consumption when com-
pared to the convolutional and deconvolutional layers (deconv
with scale rate 2 and conv2d with stride 2). 1 neuron FCN is
used as a normalization layer to limit the output values being

between 0 and 1. A residual block is a collection of multiple
layers with skip connection(s). In our discriminator, we utilize
two di↵erent residual block types. The first residual block type
is used to downscale its input (green boxes in Fig. 3), while the
second type is used to upscale its input (the red boxes in Fig.
3). Both residual blocks include, 2D convolutional layers with
3x3, 1x1 kernel size, and same padding. The red block upscales
its input via interpolation before applying convolutional layers.
The green block down-scales its input via average pooling after
applying convolutional layers. At the end, both blocks perform
channel-wise summation on two parallel branches and pass the
final output to next block.

3.3. Loss Functions

Discriminator Loss: Our discriminator uses an encoder-
decoder architecture and contains two loss terms as given in
Eq. 1. One of those terms focuses on the entire image being
fake or real (see Eq. 2), and the other one focuses on each pixel
being fake or real (see Eq. 3).

LossDU = LossDU
enc
+ LossDU

dec
(1)

where LossDU
enc

is the loss obtained at the end of the encoder
for image based loss, and LossDU

dec
is the loss at the end of the

decoder architecture for pixel based loss. Their definitions are
given below:

LossDU
enc
= �Ex,y[log DU

enc(X,Y)]�Ex[log(1 � DU
enc(X,G(X)))] (2)

LossDU
dec
= �Ex,y[

P
i, j log[DU

dec(X,Y)]i, j] � Ex[
P

i, j log(1 � [DU
dec(X,G(X))]i, j)] (3)

where X is the input image in visible domain, Y the ground
truth IR image, E(.) refers to expected value, G(X) the genera-
tor’s IR output, D(X,Y) and D(X,G(Y)) are the binary outputs
of the discriminator, (i, j) refers to a pixel’s coordinate in both
images (where both input and output has the same dimensions).
The discriminator’s decoder output yields probability of each
pixel being real or fake separately.
Generator Loss: Our generator uses three di↵erent terms in
its loss. The first one is the standard conditional GAN loss
(LosscGAN) which is described below. Additionally, structural
similarity index (SSIM) and L1 norm are also used in our gen-
erator architecture to ensure that the generated output will look
similar to the given input image structurally. The use of SSIM
term is an additional term that we utilize here.

LossG = LosscGAN + �1 ⇤ LossL1 + �2 ⇤ LossS S IM (4)

where �1 and �2 are the hyperparameters for loss function of
generator network.

LosscGAN = �Ex[
P

i, j log([DU
dec(X,G(X))]i, j)] � Ex[log(DU

enc(X,G(X)))] (5)

where each used term is defined below:

LossL1 =
1
N

X

i, j

|G(X)i, j � Yi, j| (6)

where G(X)i, j is the pixel value of the generated image at
(i, j) and N is the total number of pixels for single batch. Yi, j
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Fig. 2. Our U-Net based generator architecture.

Fig. 3. Our U-Net based discriminator architecture. the symbol
L

means element-wise summation, the symbol� means concatenation.

is the pixel value of ground truth real image at (i,j). L1 is the
absolute value of the di↵erence between two pixels.

LossS S IM =
1
m

m�1X

i=0

(1 � S S IM(G(Xi),Yi)) (7)

where m is the batch-size. The loss is computed by taking
mean value of SSIMs across the batch. The Structural Similar-
ity Index (SSIM) is a metric measuring the similarity between
two images: Y and G(X). SSIM is defined as follows: [21]

S S IM(Y 0,Y) =
2µy0µy +C1

µ2
y0 + µ

2
y +C1

.
2�y0�y +C2

�2
y0 + �

2
y +C2

.
�y0y +C3

�y0�y +C3

=
2µy0µy +C1

µ2
y0 + µ

2
y +C1

.
�y0y +C3

�2
y0 + �

2
y +C2

(8)

where C1, C2, and are the parameters to ensure the stability
of divisions [22]. We set C3=C2/2 while C1 = (0.01 ⇤ L)2 and
C2 = (0.03 ⇤ L)2 where L is the range of the image pixels. As
described above, Y 0 is the generated output (IR) image G(X)
while Y is the ground truth (IR image). �y0 and �y are modified
standard deviations for Y 0 and Y; µy0 and µy are the modified
mean values of their respective images. Finally, �y0y refers to

Fig. 4. Comparison of two discriminator types: one-level and two-level dis-
criminators. One-level discriminator only classifies the entire image while
the two-level one classifies both image and its pixels as being fake or real.

modified co-variance. Further details on computing SSIM can
be found in [22].

By using Eq. 5, the objective function of conditional GAN
loss (cGAN) forces DU(X,G(X)) to maximize in order to de-
ceive discriminator. That means: the higher realness score we
obtained from DU(X,G(X)), the more realistic image the gen-
erator can produce. The generator’s loss is computed as if the
generated images are classified as real by the discriminator.

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets and Used Metrics
We utilized three di↵erent datasets containing both IR and

visible image pairs: VEDAI [23], FLIR2 and KAIST [24]
datasets. VEDAI [23] is a dataset for vehicle detection in aerial
imagery. It contains 1268 image pairs (visible and IR images).
We use 1068 pairs of those for training and use the remain-
ing 200 pairs for testing. FLIR is another dataset containing
visible-thermal image pairs. We use 12795 image pairs for
training and 839 pairs for testing in FLIR. KAIST [24] is an-
other dataset that provides 11 video sequences in di↵erent cir-
cumstances such as in night mode and in sunny mode. In our
experiments, we use 12538 image pairs for training and 2252
image pairs for testing from the KAIST dataset. While in both
VEDAI and KAIST datasets, the visible image comes in RGB
format, in FLIR dataset the visible image comes in grayscale
(single channel) format. In all of our networks, we use Adam
optimization with learning rate of generator being 2.10�4 and
learning rate of discriminator being 2.10�6. Batch-size is set to
8. All networks are trained from scratch with random initializa-
tion. We set �1 = 100 and �2 = 100 in our experiments.

2FLIR dataset, https://www.flir.com/oem/adas/adas-dataset-form/
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Fig. 5. Comparetive results of multiple algorithms on sample image pairs from three datasets (the first two rows are from VEDAI, the third and fourth
rows are from KAIST, the last two rows are from FLIR). The first two columns are the real images (visible and IR). The 3rd through 6th column images
are the results from Pix2Pix, ThermalGAN, InfraGAN without SSIM loss and InfraGAN with SSIM loss respectively.

We evaluate the performance of each network over five dif-
ferent metrics including Structural Similarity Index Measure
(SSIM, see Eq. 8), Mean Structural Similarity Index Measure
(MSSIM), Learned Perceptual Image Patch Similarity (LPIPS),
L1 (pixel by pixel, see Eq. 6) norm and Peak Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (PSNR). Those metrics are briefly explained below.

MS S IM(Y 0,Y) =
1
K

KX

y0i ,yi

S S IM(y0i , yi) (9)

MSSIM is the mean SSIM value over the downscaled versions
of the images [22] where y0i and yi are downscaled versions of
generated (Y 0) and real (Y) infrared images. K is the number of
down-scaling factors (we used 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 values for K=5

in this work).
Learned Perceptual Image Patch Similarity (LPIPS) [25]

measures the Euclidian distance between the feature vectors of
both images. To compute the metric, the comparative features
are obtained from a CNN-based backbone pretrained on Im-
ageNet [8] (in our experiments we used AlexNet [26]). The
work in [25] reported that LPIPS manages to favorably evalu-
ate closeness rate between target patch and reference patch in
terms of human judgment compared to other traditional metrics
such as SSIM and PSNR by using deep networks and their deep
features.

LPIPS (Y 0,Y) =
LX

l

1
HlWl

X

hl,wl

[ fl(Y 0)hl,wl� fl(Y)hl,wl ]
2⇤!l (10)
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Visible IR Pix2Pix ThermalGAN InfraGAN InfraGAN+SSIM U-Net

Fig. 6. Comparative results between simple U-Net generator and other GANs to show the di↵erence of using GAN loss. These qualitative results show that
using GAN architecture can help improving the generated image quality. In the figure, the first two columns show the original images, from third column
to sixth column shows GAN-based networks’ results and the last column shows U-Net results on three samples.

Table 1. Comparison of di↵erent algorithms on three di↵erent datasets.
Best result is shown in bold for each metric over all classes for each dataset.

VEDAI dataset [23] SSIM MSSIM LPIPS L1 PSNR
Pix2Pix [12] 0.72 0.66 0.066 0.175 19.84

ThermalGAN [11] 0.80 0.83 0.019 0.068 27.44
U-Net 0.89 0.87 0.013 0.066 27.96

InfraGANv1 0.86 0.87 0.013 0.058 28.74
InfraGANv2 0.79 0.84 0.030 0.065 27.64
InfraGANv3 0.88 0.90 0.011 0.055 29.24
InfraGANv4 0.88 0.90 0.011 0.055 29.26
InfraGANv5 0.86 0.88 0.013 0.056 28.98
InfraGANv6 0.88 0.90 0.011 0.056 29.21

KAIST dataset [24] SSIM MSSIM LPIPS L1 PSNR
Pix2Pix [12] 0.69 0.55 0.196 0.137 21.25

ThermalGAN [11] 0.66 0.51 0.242 0.165 19.74
U-Net 0.78 0.64 0.172 0.137 21.75

InfraGANv2 0.76 0.67 0.167 0.123 22.81
InfraGANv3 0.76 0.68 0.157 0.123 22.89
InfraGANv5 0.77 0.68 0.165 0.122 22.87
InfraGANv6 0.76 0.67 0.159 0.121 22.97
FLIR dataset SSIM MSSIM LPIPS L1 PSNR
Pix2Pix [12] 0.13 0.38 0.203 0.228 16.51

ThermalGAN [11] 0.17 0.43 0.192 0.209 17.30
U-Net 0.31 0.54 0.188 0.169 19.29

InfraGANv1 0.24 0.54 0.164 0.171 19.23
InfraGANv2 0.25 0.53 0.173 0.171 19.10
InfraGANv3 0.26 0.54 0.159 0.169 19.24
InfraGANv4 0.26 0.54 0.158 0.170 19.21
InfraGANv5 0.26 0.54 0.175 0.168 19.28

where fl(Y 0), fl(Y) 2 RHl xWl xCl denote the normalized features
derived from the lth layer of the pre-trained CNN backbone. Cl
is the channel size for lth layer. H, W are the height and width
respectively. 1

HlWl

P
hl,wl corresponds to the spatial average func-

tion as defined in [25]. hl,wl show pixel’s coordinate for lth
layer. Moreover, !l 2 RCl x1 refers to the trained weights of
LPIPS and its main purpose is reducing Cl value to one, before
computing spatial average. The multiplication operator (*) is
used as linear matrix multiplication. Finally, L is the number of
used layers for evaluation. Next metric: Peak Dignal-to-Noise

Ratio (PSNR) is defined as follows:

PS NR(Y 0,Y) = 10 log
MAXVALUE
MS E(Y 0,Y)

where MSE is the mean square error:

MS E(Y 0,Y) =
1

HW

HX

i=0

WX

j=0

(Y 0(i, j) � Y(i, j))2

(11)

where MAXVALUE is 1 (normalized maximum) as the ground
truth and the pixel values in the generated image are normalized
between -1 and 1. PSNR indicates the quality of the reconstruc-
tion of the IR images from the visible images [27]. H, W are
the height and width of the image respectively.
4.2. Results

In this section, we compare our InfraGAN’s performance to
Pix2Pix[12] using ResNet architecture in its generator and to
the ThermalGAN implementation from [11]. We also study
the performance of InfraGAN without using the SSIM loss term
and present the results of that architecture as well in our results.

Table 1 compares overall performance of those four di↵er-
ent architectures (ThermalGAN, Pix2Pix, UNet and InfraGAN)
in five di↵erent metrics over three di↵erent datasets. Further-
more, we also include di↵erent versions of InfraGAN in the ta-
ble (see Table 4 for the di↵erence between di↵erent InfraGAN
versions). As shown in Table 1, the VEDAI and KAIST results
for each algorithm are higher on average than the results ob-
tained for the FLIR dataset. We think that is mainly because of
the format di↵erence of the datasets since the FLIR dataset is
the only dataset we used where the visible image was present
in grayscale, while the other two datasets provide the visible
image in the RGB format. Consequently, we believe that all
the networks could not use the color information in FLIR ex-
periments yielding lower results on average when compared to
the other two datasets. Overall, in all five metrics, our Infra-
GAN architecture yielded the best results on both KAIST and
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Table 2. Comparison of four di↵erent algorithms on the KAIST dataset for each class. Each entry shows five di↵erent metrics in the order of: SSIM,
MSSIM, LPIPS, L1 and PSNR. Best result is shown in bold for each metric.

KAIST dataset [23] Cyclist People Person
Pix2Pix 0.70/0.54/0.196/0.155/20.63 0.69/0.55/0.196/0.144/20.96 0.68/0.54/0.199/0.143/21.00

ThermalGAN 0.66/0.51/0.243/0.176/19.33 0.65/0.52/0.237/0.174/19.43 0.65/0.52/0.235/0.168/19.66
INFRAGAN w/o SSIM 0.78/0.69/0.154/0.125/23.06 0.76/0.68/0.163/0.131/22.44 0.75/0.66/0.173/0.131/22.23

INFRAGAN 0.78/0.70/0.147/0.118/23.29 0.76/0.68/0.161/0.130/22.30 0.75/0.66/0.170/0.128/22.40

Table 3. Comparison of four di↵erent algorithms on the VEDAI dataset for each class. Each entry shows five di↵erent metrics in the order of: SSIM,
MSSIM, LPIPS, L1 and PSNR. Best result is shown in bold for each metric.

VEDAI dataset [23] Car Truck Pickup Tractor Camping Car Boat Van Other
Pix2Pix [12]: 0.72/0.67/0.065/0.161/20.39 0.74/0.70/0.056/0.173/20.09 0.73/0.69/0.061/0.169/20.12 0.71/0.67/0.065/0.162/20.23 0.72/0.66/0.060/0.166/20.10 0.75/0.79/0.050/0.109/23.45 0.68/0.60/0.069/0.167/19.64 0.73/0.65/0.075/0.266/17.05

ThermalGAN [11]: 0.81/0.85/0.019/0.064/27.98 0.82/0.86/0.017/0.065/27.56 0.82/0.84/0.019/0.067/27.51 0.80/0.83/0.020/0.70/27.21 0.80/0.84/0.018/0.065/27.81 0.82/0.86/0.019/0.063/27.69 0.77/0.78/0.030/0.104/23.76 0.84/0.85/0.015/0.070/27.88
InfraGAN w/o SSIM: 0.79/0.85/0.029/0.061/28.11 0.81/0.87/0.026/0.061/27.90 0.80/0.85/0.029/0.066/27.51 0.78/0.84/0.029/0.064/27.51 0.79/0.85/0.029/0.064/27.77 0.80/0.86/0.030/0.067/26.64 0.76/0.81/0.039/0.094/24.27 0.82/0.86/0.022/0.055/29.08

InfraGAN: 0.86/0.89/0.013/0.053/29.43 0.87/0.90/0.013/0.057/28.72 0.86/0.89/0.014/0.057/28.87 0.85/0.88/0.014/0.056/28.97 0.86/0.89/0.013/0.054/29.49 0.86/0.86/0.018/0.063/27.53 0.82/0.83/0.024/0.081/25.21 0.88/0.90/0.011/0.052/29.85

Table 4. Network definitions based on their configurations, where Ł refers
to the used loss function and A.F. means activation function. Encoder and
Decoder is listed for the generator. This table also compares run times of
di↵erent networks on KAIST dataset.

Algorithms ŁcGAN ŁL1 ŁMS E ŁS S IM A.F. in Encoder A.F. in Decoder A.F. in Discriminator Sec/Epoch FPS
ThermalGAN [11] X X LeakyReLU ReLU ReLU 444 sec 328.06

U-Net X X LeakyReLU ReLU ReLU 936 sec 341.36
Pix2Pix [12] X X ReLU ReLU ReLU 1104 sec 264.95

INFRAGANv1 X X LeakyReLU ReLU ReLU 2148 sec 340.37
INFRAGANv2 X X LeakyReLU ReLU ReLU 2172 sec 342.12
INFRAGANv3 X X LeakyReLU ReLU LeakyReLU 2220 sec 340.76
INFRAGANv4 X X LeakyReLU LeakyReLU ReLU 2244 sec 341.56
INFRAGANv5 X X X LeakyReLU ReLU ReLU 2256 sec 342.29
INFRAGANv6 X X LeakyReLU LeakyReLU LeakyReLU 2252 sec 341.56

Table 5. Comparison of using L1 (InfraGANv2) and using Mean Squared
Error, MSE, (InfraGANv1) for pixel by pixel loss on VEDAI and FLIR.

VEDAI [23] SSIM MSSIM LPIPS L1 PSNR
L1 0.79 0.84 0.030 0.065 27.64

MSE 0.86 0.87 0.013 0.058 28.74
FLIR SSIM MSSIM LPIPS L1 PSNR

L1 0.25 0.53 0.173 0.171 19.10
MSE 0.24 0.54 0.164 0.171 19.23

VEDAI datasets when compared to the other GAN-based net-
works. While simple U-Net architecture (that is trained without
using a GAN loss) yielded slightly higher results on SSIM, it
yielded lower results on the other metrics on average. The table
also demonstrates that using also the SSIM loss in our network
helped gaining higher performance (compare InfraGANv2 re-
sults to InfraGANv5 results).

Table 2 shows individual class performances of each algo-
rithm on the KAIST dataset. The test dataset in KAIST has
three classes: Cyclist, People and Person. Each entry in the
table shows the five metric in the format of: SSIM / MSSIM /
LPIPS / L1 / PSNR for each class.

Table 3 shows individual class performances of each algo-
rithm on the VEDAI dataset. The test dataset in VEDAI has
eight classes: car, truck, pickup, tractor, camping car, boat, van
and other. Each entry in the table shows the five metric in the
format of: SSIM /MSSIM / LPIPS / L1 / PSNR for each class.

Table 4 summarizes our ablation study on computation time
and on the use of activation function. The term FPS means
frame per second and computed as the time required by al-
gorithm to test a given image (where image resolution is
512x512). Sec/Epoch means the training time (in seconds) per
epoch on KAIST dataset. Since we used di↵erent versions of
our InfraGAN in the table where we changed the hyperparam-
eters including the used activation function and the used loss
functions, we named each used version seperately. In total, we
listed six di↵erent versions of InfraGAN in the table.

Fig. 5 compares qualitative results obtained from three di↵er-

ent algorithms, namely Pix2Pix, ThermalGAN and InfraGAN
(ours) for selected (sample) two pairs from each dataset. In the
figure, the first two rows show the results of each compared al-
gorithm in this paper for the image pairs sampled from VEDAI,
the third and fourth rows show results for the sample image
pairs from KAIST and the last two rows show the results for
the sample image pairs from FLIR datasets, respectively.

Fig. 6 qualitatively compares the results of UNet to GAN-
based networks on three sample images from KAIST. As it can
be seen in the figure, UNet results are more blurry when com-
pared to the results of GAN-based networks.

5. Conclusion

As the use of IR sensors increase, the demand on using algo-
rithms that can run on IR images also increases. The IR images
complement RGB images from the thermal spectrum and help
algorithms to detect many objects easier. However, the lack
of big and public datasets containing IR images, limits what
can be obtained from the existing deep object detection algo-
rithms (such as SyNet [28] or YOLO [29]). In this work, we
tackle that problem where algorithms can learn the relation be-
tween the visible and IR spectrum so that we can artificially
generate the IR equivalent of any given visible image. For that
purpose, as being the first step, we introduce InfraGAN archi-
tecture and study the performance of di↵erent InfraGAN con-
figurations in this paper. While the literature has some prelimi-
nary works reporting qualitative results (see for example [17]),
our work is one of the early works that presents a comprehen-
sive analysis using three di↵erent bench-marking data sets and
five di↵erent metrics. Our experimental results (see Table 1)
show that our proposed algorithm yields the best overall perfor-
mance on all five metrics for both VEDAI and KAIST datasets.
Additionally, Fig. 5 demonstrates that our generated IR images
look similar to the ground truth IR images. That makes our
approach of using GAN-based networks utilizing U-Nets with
two level discriminator a good alternative solution to obtain the
IR equivalent of a given visible image. Since we build addi-
tional layers as decoder on top of the existing encoder stage,
our implementation takes slightly longer time during the train-
ing (see Table4) when compared to ThermalGAN and Pix2Pix
architectures. Fig. 6 compares U-Net architecture (as used in
our implementation, the U-Net architecture is shown in Fig. 2)
to GAN-based networks. As shown in the figure, the U-Net ar-
chitecture (which is trained by using both SSIM and L1 losses)
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yields more blurry outputs than GAN based networks, even if it
yields slightly higher SSIM results in Table 1.
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